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Surviving Power Surges Since 1920

September 19, 2002

Carved In btone: Longwood Erects New Oigns CHI Secret Still Contemplat
Kent Booty
LU Public Relations
Longwood University has erected
two new primary signs on campus
that reflect its recent change in
status.
The signs - located at the corner of High Street and Venable
Street, in front of French Hall,
and on the corner of High Street
and Griffin Boulevard - are constructed of native slate and feature the new Rotunda icon and
the University's founding date of
1839.

Longwood alumni helped
make these landmark signs possible. The sign near French is a gift
from the classes of 1985 and
1986, and the sign on Gnffin
Boulevard is from the Class of
1970.
The signs were designed by
Longwood's Office of Public
Relations and produced by the
Buckingham
Virginia
Slate
Corporation in Arvonia.
"These are the biggest slate
signs we have ever made, and
we've made some big ones," said

manager Tom Hughes.
The signs, weighing l,200fc
pounds each, are over one inch!
thick, measure more than sevenj
feet wide by five feet tall, and!
were mined from the company's!
quarry in Arvonia.
"In this age of digital imagery^
and virtual reality, it's not often!
that you can actually use the term|
'carved in stone,'" said Dennis*"
Sercombe, Longwood's directors
of public relations. "But, that's?
exactly what descnbes the newf
signs."

Sororities Still Recruiting
Liz Richards
Assistant Editor
Last week's fall recruitment saw
an unusually low number of girls
pass through the doors of Stubbs.
With the intention of joining a
soronty, close to sixty girls signed
up for the weeklong event.
Each night the potential members would mingle and socialize
with various chapters.
On September 13 the sororities
gave out bids to girls they
favored, and found out who
accepted their invitation later that
day at walk.
There are two recruitments
during the school year, one in the
fall semester and one in the
spring.
Fall recruitment is considered
to be the more informal of the
two, meaning the potential members choose which chapter they
want to visit.

Many sororities are having
During spring's formal recruitment, the soronties make a senes open houses throughout the
of cuts throughout the week, course of the week, which is
which determines which chapters open to any non-Greek female
the potential members will visit interested in getting to know the
girls of that particular chapter.
each night.
Many times, open bids (an*
Every soronty has a ceiling of
fifty-five. This number, which is invitation into the soronty withdetermined by the school, is the out going through recruitment)
maximum number of girls a are given out following the open
sorority can have in their chapter house.
With so many sororities havingj
during any given semester.
It is the goal of each sorority open houses this week, and sot
to reach ceiling by the end of fall many spots open in each chapter,,
recruitment. With recruiting girls who are still interested lnl
numbers down this semester, joining a sorority now have the!
none of the chapters had met perfect opportunity to do so.
"Right now is the perfect time.
ceiling at the end of the week.
Even though there are no to go to open houses, and try to
penalties for not meeting ceiling, get an open bid.
If it doesn't work out, they cani
"it can reflect poorly on the chapstill
go through recruitment in"
ter, and the Greek community at
Longwood,"
said
Victoria the spring," said Angle Bottoms,
Vourlas,
Vice-President
of Formal Recruitment Chair of*
Alpha Delta Pi.
Recruitment for Delta Zeta.

Enthusiasts Wait for Wednesday
These girls worked in all ways
to preserve high standards in the
This article is reprinted college. Undercover, they warned
from the Tuesday, April 26, those girls whose conduct had
1988 issue of The Rotunda been disloyal to the ideals of the
where it was originally fea- school.
tured.
They were clad in white robes
With the Chi Burning closely and brewed well to the nine of
approaching (Wednesday, April "Chloc/' Occassionally, they took
27), great anticipation is sparked late night walks. Their symbol was
in many Longwood students.
that of a skull and two cross
Chi is one of the many tradi- bones.
tions which are interwoven with
A quote from a 1949 yearbook
the spirit of Longwood.
says the following: "We donned
Although many of us think our robes over our skeleton
that we know about and under- frames and took a walk on the
stand Chi there is very little that colonnade one night. It was rainwe actually know.
ing, so they say, but we were
James E. Boston

Chi is an organization whose
real purpose remains known only
to its members.
Sure, we see the external
glimpses of Chi through their late
night walks, their chants, their
banners, their dolls, their
Christmas balls, their commendation letters and finally at their
buming, but is this what Chi is all
about?
Every year, the question arises:
Who is Chi? What do they do?
The students are ever seeking to
find the identity of those friends
who call themselves a member of
this organization.
Chi is a word that brings
excitement and wonder to
Longwood College students.
But WHY? Let us look into the
mystery of Chi and see what we
find.
It all began in the Fall of 1900
(October 15 to be exact). A
group composed of girls who
were considered to be influential
leaders in various circles were
chosen to become members of a
newly formed organization to be
called "Chi" - THE NEW
ORDER.
Their plan was to work in
coordination with the Honor
System trying to prevent breach
of rules.
These individuals were very
different' from the Chi we see
today, as they were feared by all.

unaware because as you know, no
discomfort could ever dismay
Chi." Chi was said to "hear all, see
all and know all."
As time and Chi progressed,
many positive things began to
develop. Chi gave the corner
stones to the Edith Stevens Hall
as well as to Jarman. It was also
responsible for the landscaping of
the dell at Longwood Estate, the
floor in the "old rec" and the
directional finder behind the
library.
"On many occassions, the Chi
banner watched over the crowd in
the College Shop and on the athletic field. Bright red skulls began
to appear around .campus on sidewalks.
This staunch group of girls was
held fast by undying loyalty, strong
bonds of friendship and a firm
purpose.
The year ended with what was
termed a "coming put party".
This was a bonfire which was said
to cast its glow to reveal the identities of the Chi membrs. Over
the years, it becamc'customary at
this ritual for the members to circle this bonfire and commend
those whose spirit anil .loyalty to
■the college was felt by all.
With the 70's came changes. A
new group formed as 4 takeoff on
Chi This group was composed of

See CHI p. 4
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Words From tke Editor Letter to tke Editor
I hope that
you
enjoy
reading the
third issue of
this
year's
Rotunda.
So far, our

publishing
process has
gone smoothly and I couldn't ask
for a better, more dedicated staff.
I want to thank Liz, Michele,
Allyson, Paula, Maria, Courtney,
James, Amy, Esra, Matt, Nick,
Leslie, Preston, Ellie, Justin, Zack,
Krissy, Jennifer, Nick, and Erin
for their hard work each week.
The Rotunda has received great
feedback thus far, and we always
appreciate hearing from our readers!
Please
e-mail
us
at
rotunda@longwood.edu or you
can
e-mail
me
at
dkanehl@msn.com.
In other Editor opinions, I am

contemplating the demise of The
Date.
Yes, I am talking about that little thing where a couple gets
dressed up, goes out to dinner
and a movie, shares a goodnight
kiss, and calls it a night (well, usually, but I won't go into all that).
What has happened to the art
of dating?
All I've seen this year are
groups of people hanging out at
parties or at restaurants and bars.
When I was in high school, I
could not wait for the day when
my parents gave me permission
to go out on a "date." With a boy.
What a feeling.
Things only got better when I
turned 16 and had access to the
family car, which suddenly turned
any dull Friday night into an
opportunity
for adolescent
romance.
After four years "off the market," I have recendy returned to
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the dating scene, and I find that
in college everything is different.
My friends and I meet up with
groups of fellow students and
"hang out," but suddenly it seems
harder to spend time with people
one-on-one.
Or maybe it's just me and I'm
way out of practice. NOT that
I'm saying I can't get a date or
anything...
I just think that romance in
college takes a back seat to other
activities, mainly partying like
crazy and showing up to class
while still trying to attain some
measure of sobriety.
The twenties are supposed to
be the "me" years, so I guess
that's one reason why dating isn't
popular anymore.
It just takes just too much
effort that no one in college is
willing to spend.

Dawn Kanehl
Editor-in-Chief

Well Longwood, you have once
again proven to me that some
people are stupid beyond belief.
And in this case, it may be a case
of stupidity that is entirely inoperable.
Please, Longwood, tell me I'm
dreaming. There is no way on
God's green earth that this is happening. Can someone please
explain to me the logistics of taking the budget away from SAFE
(Students Advocating a Fearless
Environment)?
Out of every program on this
campus, I can very well argue that
it is the most important. For a
person not in an organization to
say that it's important (especially
an apathetic non-joiner such as
myself) is a pretty big deal. But
for the uninformed, let's look at
the statistics.
During Preview two summers
ago, I was informed that one in
every four women will be sexually assaulted in some form or
another
That's a pretty steep number.
Not to mention that Longwood is

a predominandy female university
traditionally a women's college.
Oh, and the all-male college just
down the road? No big deal, right?
I can't even express how incredibly wrong all this is.
Are the facts not scary enough
insomuch that an advocacy group
is inappropriate? SAFE has made
incredible progress on this campus, and to take away the funding
is ludicrous.
Just
this
summer, they
revamped the somewhat old fashioned Longwood sexual assault
policy. They take care of the campus by locating dark and ominous
places that may jeopardize a student's safety.
With the WILL members, they
bring the AIDS quilt, the Ribbon
Tree, and many other assault
awareness programs. Do you
know the sum of two budgets
that are both nonexistent? I'm not
a math major, but as far as I know,
zero and zero make zero.
Nice move, Longwood. I've
been told the rumors about the

See OPINION p. 3

Convocation 2002
"I feel like I'm really there. Three years of hard work and to mark the event I get to be
capped by a best friend who tries to embarrass me with silly things on my hat. Doesn 't
get much better than that."
"Sara Taylor
"It made me nervous about the fact that the real world is just around the corner, wondering if I'm prepared, wondering if I'll succeed."
"Matt Barnes
"[I'm] extremely scared, but at the same time excited. I know that the experiences I
will take from Longwood will give me the confidence to try anything I want to in the real
world. And I'm real big on if at first you don't succeed try again, so I know that success
isn 't instant."
~Sarah Anastas,
Senior Class President
"Convocation was awesome! I thought our class
officers rocked and I
realized just how great it
is to be a senior! I will be
sad to leave Longwood
because I love this place
and have so many memories and great friends
here, but I'm ready to
enjoy this last year and
move on. I think Longwood
has totally prepared me
for my next step in life."
"Morgan Boehning
...

Brooke Powell, Mary Bolt, and Nick Meade enjoy the traditions of Convocation.
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If y4u\e ^ot mad. Louie n&t/ayri gbttentiofcr
The- "Activit?' iyyour outlet for battling^ locial injustice/ and/ thing* that yuch.
Thiy iy your your chances to do- yytnething- about yjcietab eviifc imfead/ ofjutt
whining- about them. So- ipeak up and/ act up. 'Because/, if-you! re not mad/, you!re
notpaying' attention. E-tYtail Actlviitid>ea*t&rotunda@\ongwood/.edM/.

How Does it Feel? Now You Know

wrestling club getting the money
are somewhat false, but it's still
pretty fishy to me. They did, after
all, get e>
i-y, and, well,
now SA1
zero dollars.
Maybe it wasn't a direct action,
but it still happened. Are we missing a judgment call?
Did someone have a tad too
much booze or a little less sleep
than normal the day the SGA
rearranged the budgets?
I know money is tight, but jf
we're going to be Citizen Leaders
as the university requests, then
they have to do their part as well.
Will it make someone feel better
that the group responsible for
educational. programs such as
Take Back the Night now has to
fend for itself?
Is that supposed to be a joke?
If you're so "tough, fight this? I'm
pretty sure that wrestlers, or anyone for that matter, aren't making
as big of a difference as SAFE
Please tell me one good thing thai
comes from that
Is jt to attract more guys? So
we can have more problems?
Good thinking.
That is the best thing I have
heard all day. I am so proud of
this school. So incredibly proud,

The Rotunda in Braille?
It is very common for able-bodied people to overlook these issues
because they don't affect you.
How does it feel to be late for
I'm not trying to make anyone
class because the sidewalk was
feel guilty for not having a disability.
blocked?
Just look at the construction from
How does it feel to be frustrata different perspective.
ed when you can't get there from
Longwood has made a senous
here?
commitment
to improving our camHow does it feel to consciously think about getting to Wynne
pus.
This summer 35 curb cuts were
from Tabb without using Pine St?
redone and improved to ensure
How does it feel to have to
equal access.
leave your residence hall 5 or 10
Routes of travel are available and
minutes earlier to get to your
in good condition. For some these
intended destination on time?
improvements are "aesthetics," for
I have two comments: it's
you the campus will look better.
about time and remember this
For others, the improvements
experience.
mean going the same places you do,
The construction currently
and most importantly, in the same
underway on Pine St. is inconvenmanner.
ient for walkers.
Becoming a citizen leader starts
Now you have to take the same
here at Longwood and you have the
paths, have to put the same
James Hare
Opimon Editor
unique opportunity to be a part of
thought and effort into moving
our
new
transformation,
one
that
around campus, and have to take
ensures equal access and ease of use Journalistic integrity is the heart
the extra time that students who
for everyone.
of any newspaper. The first
use wheelchairs have done for
So while you have a year or so of amendment to the United States
years.
inconvenience, remember it's only a constitution
provides
that
Longwood is a beautiful place,
year and not a lifetime.
Congress may make no law
but it is much more challenging
When you arrive late for class, abridging the freedom of the
for a student in a wheelchair.
realize
you have to leave earlier and press, and throughout the history
If you thought the past week
plan your route of travel.
of this nation, the Supreme Court
was bad, try it for a lifetime.
When you walk up a flight of has upheld this most basic and
For students who use wheelstairs, look for a ramp and care if important freedom to ensure
chairs, walkers, and crutches, the
others can't get there too.
democracy.
walk up Pine St. wasn't tough; it
And if you're whining as you walk
A free press is both the watchwas nearly impossible with the
around
the
fences,
be
glad
that
you
dog
of government and cne of
current grade and unimproved
can see them, be glad that you can society's tools for shaping governcurb cuts.
move around them, and be glad that ment. If a newspaper is not fully
Getting across to the back of
you will be able to say with pride, "I independent, it cannot fulfill this
Lankford before the "huge ugly
was at Ixmgwood when Brock important need.
cement thing with the matching
Commons was built" for that will be
If that seems a little oudandish,
sidewalks" was not only difficult
the mark in time when Longwood you should consider the state-run
but also dangerous because it
University became a hallmark for media oudets of Hider's regime in
required crossing a busy loading
beauty, usability, and accessibility for Germany.
dock.
everyone.
Because they were completely
What some consider "aesthetcontrolled by the government,
UARD SALE!
they became another part of the
propaganda machine and could
Saturday, September 21 from 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
do nothing to stop Hider's bar905 High Street (between 2nd & 3rd Avenue)
banc schemes.
|Roommates trying to size down- great opportunities for students; In the Soviet Union we're given
another example; the state-run
to add to their room or wardrobe!
media was not free to criticize the
Susie Rood
Director, Disability Services

ics" to others is basic human
dignity.
The construction may look
ugly to some, but to others, it's
one of the most beautiful sites
ever for the beginning of
Longwood's transformation
I can't tell you how many
people have asked, "Can students still get around?" or "Are
they having trouble with the
fences?"
I'm pleased and grateful for
the concern and amused at the
shocked looks when my answer
is yes they can get around and
no the fences are fine.
It's the able-bodied walkers
who must now use the handicapped accessible routes.
We weren't displaced, you
were. (And now is it inconvenient?)
The paths that walkers must
take are the exact same paths
that students in wheelchairs
have used for years.
But now, when it affects you
personally, you realize how
truly inconvenient it is.
How many of you have
walked up the front steps to
Lankford and thought nothing
of it?
How many of you have gone
into the library and noticed the
automatic doors?
How many of you have to
look for curb cuts, ramps and
even pavement before you can
go anywhere?
How many of you use elevators instead of stairs? How
many of you went to the bookstore? How many of you could
physically get there?
Are you reading this article?
Where can you get a copy of

Provs
+To John J. Todd, Jr. (or
making Convocation a little
more interesting.
+To the construction stal/Ior
moving the fences back a
bit.
+To Parking {or making
more spots available to
comm u ter studen ts.
+To the awesome Rotunda
stall /or all their hard work

arops
-To the strange pricing
structure at Dene Pizza.
-To crooked politicians who
balance the budget on the
backs olhigher education.
-Toguyswhosay //leant
touch you, then I don t want
to dance with you. What s
up with that?

In Defense of Free Press
inefficiencies of Communism or
discuss the personal liberties the
people were denied, so the people
for the most part were unaware of
what they were missing.
A free press is one of the most
important parts of real democracy. Without a free press, the kind
of discussion and sharing of ideas
that is the hallmark of American
democracy would not take place.
By informing the public, newspapers and other media oudets perform a valuable public service.
The Rotunda is an independent
newspaper. Because we take our
responsibility seriously, we take
our need for freedom seriously.
By inviting students to contribute, we hope to involve the
whole student body in making this
school a better place.
Freedom of speech and freedom of the press are not always
comfortable, but they are
absolutely necessary.
Without these most basic liberties, democracy fails. We must
defend them here as anywhere
else, because as the Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. said:
"Injustice anywhere is a threat
to justice everywhere."

News
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campus clowns or "fun troublemakers" who called themselves
"Cahoots."
They did a comical version of
Chi which included mock walks.
The group died out sometime
during the late 70's-early 80's.
Chi of 1970 presented the Blue
and White songbook which was a
collection of class, color and college songs, as a reminder of Chi's
essential purpose.
This purpose was said to be
"not inscribed upon paper, but
could be found only in the hearts
and minds of those who sought

Chi burning, where recognition is
given to students, faculty and
administration who have made
outstanding contributions to the
college community.
It is here, at the burning, that
the combination of individual
flames come together to form
one.
As for the question "exactly
how does one get into Chi?" That

it."

Today, with a new symbol, that
of the Rotunda, CHI WALKS
ON, AND THE SPIRIT OF
LONGWOOD WALKS WITH
IT!!!
Its activities have changed over
the years, but its aim to uphold
the spirit of Longwood has
remained constant.
Today, students still get chills
when they read letters to the student body encouraging support
of college functions and academic excellence.
They still look forward to the

will probably never be known for
sure. We do know that they are
chosen for their outstanding contributions to Longwood College.
The important thing to know
and understand about Chi is that
it maintains the spirit and traditions of this fine institution.
Without spirit, Chi would have
no reason for being.
Realizing that the spirit
depends upon each student, Chi

September 19, 2002

stnves to kindle the flame and
keep it burning in the hearts of
all.
(The following is an excerpt
from an old yearbook)
"Chi is an organization comprised of individuals, but the
individuals are NOT Chi.
Chi is an ideal spirit which
could never exist in only one person. The spirit is boundless selfless giving and sacrifice. To maintain this spirit is exemplary of
god-like virtues.
We are NOT gods. We are very
definitely human. And through
this humanism, we are crippled
by our desires, our actions, our
emotions.
Look not to the people, look
not to the shortcomings, the failures, the disgrace, the humanity.
Reach for the ideal and forget
the faces, the shadows soon to
fade by a noonday sun.
We, the mortal members of
Chi, challenge you, our fellow
classmates and fnends, to wipe
from your memory the personification of the ideal.
Instead, look to your own
souls. YOU are the spirit, YOU
are the glory, YOU are the Chi to
whom we burn."

Longwood Faculty Honored at Convocation
Kent Booty
W Public Rib/ions
Five Longwood University faculty members, one of whom is a
Longwood alumna, were honored
recently for superior teaching at
Convocation, the official .beginning of the academic year.
Dr. Debra Kelley, associate
professor of sociology, received
the Maude Glenn Raiford
Teaching Award.
Fuqua Excellence in Teaching
Awards went to Dr. James Jordan,

professor of anthropology, and
Dana Johnson, lecturer in biology,
in the College of Arts and
Sciences; to Dr. Ruth Meese, professor of special education, in the
College of Education and Human
Services; and to Dr. G. Dean
Palmer, professor of marketing, in
the College of Business and
Economics.
This was the fifth time that Dr.
Jordan has received a Fuqua
Award, the fourth time for Dr.
Palmer and the second time for

See FACULTY p. 5

PICTURED ABOVE FROM TOP-LEFT, CLOCKWISE: John J.
Todd, Jr.; Dr. James W. Jordan; Ann Green Baise (Rector of
the Board of Visitors); Dr. G. Dean Palmer; Dr. Ruth L.
Meese; President Cormier; Dana P. Johnson; Dr. Debra Kelley
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Dr. Meese. Ms. Johnson is a
Longwood graduate; she received
a B.S. from Longwood in 1993
and an M.S from Longwood in
1995.
Both awards involve a monetary prize and were created by J.B.
Fuqua, a Prospect native who
lives in Atlanta and is a philanthropist and retired entrepreneur.
The Raiford Award, which
honors his former high school
teacher and mentor, was established in 1990, and the other
award in 1994. Mrs. Raiford, a
1921 Longwood alumna who
taught for 34 years, died in 1991.
Only one professor receives
the Raiford Award. The Fuqua
Excellence in Teaching Award is
given to one professor each from
the College of Business and
Economics and the College of
Education and Human Services,
and to two faculty members from
the College of Arts and Sciences.
The speaker for Convocation,
held September 12, was John J.
Todd Jr., a 1983 Longwood graduate who is the CEO and managing partner of Apex Partners in
San Diego.
Todd, who has held senior
executive positions with several

Fortune 500 companies, said that
the "extraordinary explosion in
technology" since he graduated
will continue to accelerate the rate
of change.
"We now have the ability to
manage more data and solve
problems significantly raster than
at any time in the past," he said.
"We have seen the combination of technology and communications virtually make all of us
accessible at anytime, anywhere.
1 have worked in the technology arena for the last four years
and I can tell you we are just
beginning to scratch the surface
of what is possible in areas like
wireless, memory capacity, home
entertainment and artificial intelligence
So, the net result is that
whether in our personal life or
professional life, the pace of life
is faster." Todd urged seniors to
successfully manage change by
being "fearless," thinking long
term, and incorporating "values
and balance in your life."
He is a member of the corporate Advisory Board of the
College of Business and
Economics, and a former member of Longwood's Board of
Visitors.
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Ecstasy At Longwood
Jennifer Meunier
Staff Writer

The Drug Enforcement
Administration said in 2000 that
"6.4 million people ages 12 and
older reported that they have
used Ecstasy at least once in their
lives."
Longwood's
Wellness
Coordinator Jason Robertson
says that the hallucinogen,
Methylenedioxy-methamphetamine, is a "growing national
trend" and while the most recent
data shows no significant evidence that "E" is a problem on
our campus, he reported that
there is a positive likelihood that
people are indeed using it.
Ecstasy, developed in 1914,
was intended to be an appetite
suppressant.
It was not popular until it
resurfaced in the '60s where it
competed with LSD. Through
promotion from illicit manufacturers, Ecstasy rose in popularity
by the late 1970s.
As a result of the rise in its
production in the mid 1980s,
Ecstasy became illegal.

The
neurotransmitter
Serotonin
is targeted with
Ecstasy use. Serotonin is needed
for regulation of emotions,
hunger, mood, memory, appetite,
aggression, and sleep.
During use of "E" an excessive
amount of Serotonin is released.
Typically
when
natural
Serotonin is released, it binds to a
receptor site in the brain, causes
pleasure, and in time, wears off
and travels back to its terminal.
With Ecstasy use, high
amounts of Serotonin are
released causing a state of
extreme pleasure.
Ultimately, because of the
alterations to normal brain function and receptor sites, the use of
E diminishes the excitement that
one would typically have dunng
any pleasurable activity.
What does Ecstasy look like?
The most common form is in a
small tablet.
Depending on the manufacturer, there are different symbols
imprinted on individual tablets.
Ecstasy can also be crushed and
snorted or injected.

"E" is most commonly found
at nightclubs, bars and raves,
where the highest use is among
teens/young adults.
The effects of the drug can last
1-12 hours; on average, it lasts 3 to
4.
Chief of Longwood University
Police, Charles Lowe said, "I feel
strongly enough about it that 1
have done research," where he
noted the fact that "it has no legitimate use" while other drugs such
as marijuana and morphine have
medicinal purposes.
Chief Lowe's major concern is
the "significant risk of having
unprotected sex. Because Ecstasy
affects the tactile senses and lowers inhibitions," Lowe noted that
its use is highly correlated with
unwanted pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases.
Studies are continually being
conducted to find more firm evidence of the negative long-term
effects of Ecstasy.
Thursday, September 19 at 8:00
p.m. in Lankford Ballroom, there
will be a presentation and discussion on Ecstasy.

Sneak Out: Mat Budget Cuts Would You Make if it Were Up to You?

"Anything but Basketball & Field
Hockey. I would take money away
from Soccer because they get
money other ways by fundraising."
-Kim Schonter, Freshman

"Stop digging holes."

"I would stay away from
Wrestling, definitely. I would
more closely regulate how SGA
and the Administration allocates
funds evenly to organizations."
-Dean Hall, Wrestling Coach,
Senior

"Definitely not smoothies &
not the Women's Studies
program."

-Mike Burns, Sophomore
-Spencer Travis, Junior
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V

20
LP Movie
M-. Deeds
ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

21

September 20-26, 2002

23

22
Field Hockey

Men's and Women's
Crosscountry

The Ins and Outs of
Credit

@Bloomsburg (P.A.)
12 p.m.

@JMU Invitational
10:30 a.m.

Dining Hall Annex
5-6 p.m.

Comedians

Field Hockey

Bean and Bailey
Lancer Cafe
10 p.m.

@Millersville (P.A.)
12 p.m.

Phi Beta Lambda
Open House

Women's Soccer

Hiner 1st Floor
Faculty Lounge
7 p.m.

@Presbyterian (S.C.)
12 p.m.

VI

25

Men's Soccer
@Presbyterian (S.C.)
2:30 p.m.

Fade 2 Shade Band
Lankford Ballroom
8 p.m.

Sigma Gamma Rho
Informal Interest
Meeting

Author Series

Charlotte Room
7:22 p.m.

Baron Wormser
Wygal
8 p.m.

Executive in Residence

24
Students In Free
Enterprise Meeting

Jay S. Poole
Hiner Auditorium
7 p.m.

Outdoor Club

Jeffers Auditorium
4-5 p.m.
Call x2063 for info.

Men's Soccer
Lancer Field
7 p.m.

Chamber Music Series
Scottish Fiddler
Wygal
7:30 p.m.

26

Depression Support
Group

Hiner101
3:30 p.m.

Workshop for
Graduate/Professional
School Admissions

V*.

\

Counseling Center
Lancaster 126
6:30- 7:30 p.m.
Fall Break Whitewater Rafting Trip
no experience required
GAUIEY RivER JN WEST ViRqiNJA

Trip is October 11-13
Lower $115.00
Upper $135.00
Shaun @ 3283
Contact Dr. Koesler Lancer 110
1st come 1st serve
Deadline is Wednesday September 25th

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
Wynne Auditorium
8:30 p.m.

SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS
ALL THE FUN & ALL THE PROTECTIONS
AMERICAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE
GUARANTEED BEST BUY
1 FREE TRIP FOR EVERY 10 PAID
OR CASH STARTING WITH FIRST BOOKING
YOU SELL - WE COLLECT PAYMENTS
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1-800-222-4432
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Vitriolic

by Zachary Wlhide

Colorscopes
What your favorite color says about you (and your, uh,
t..)!
RED: People who like red tend to be tigers and go
through life with vigor and passion. Once the sexual
spark is ignited, it may take hours to extinguish. When
two reds get together, the ensuing adventure could make
Lady Chatterly blush. Lovers of red tend to be aggressors and weaker colors should be aware.
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YELLOW: If you tend to favor yellow, you enjoy relaxing
activities like golf and knitting. You like pansies (or is it
that you ARE a pansy)? Your sexual drives are complex
and turn toward the adaptable. You will never enjoy sex
to the fullest, but you will never turn down an invitation
from somebody you enjoy or admire.
PINK: People who like pink show a reluctance to mature
in sexual matters: women tend to tease, to promise more
than they intend to deliver. A great percentage of prostitutes boast entire wardrobes in pink. Men who like pink
are the philanderers and flirts. They are the type who will make three dates for the same evening and not keep one, preferring to pick up a dish
in some bar instead. Women whose husbands like pink should keep a secret nest egg.
PURPLE: Lovers of purple frequently consider themselves to be too sophisticated for a fun romp in the sack. Women sometimes are the type
who hate to mess their hair. Men are business-like in their approach to lovemaking. Sign, stamp, and deliver, baby!
BLACK: When it comes to sex, you are just F-R-E-A-K-Y. These people are the misfits of the sex world and seek each other out in kinship.
They are moody people and often perform at their peak when under stress or during unhappy times. And it is no coincidence that the uniform
of mobsters and teenage gangs is black attire. Too bad black is the most popular women's apparel color on the East Coast!
GREEN: Those who prefer green are fresh and innocent in their approach to sex. Women who love green will make love like virgins all their
life. And a man may always be a trifle clumsy and awkward but in a charming and endearing sort of way. Green lovers are gentle, but not passionate. If chosen as a mate, one will never need worry about infidelity.
ORANGE: You are outgoing, vibrant, and take life by the reins (no pun intended, honest). Lovers of the color orange lean toward sexual fantasies. The sex act is regarded as a dramatic one-act play in which they are the star. Foreplay is as important as the act of love. They whisper
sweet nothings, meaningless dialogue; they feel it is their image.
BROWN: Okay, forget the obvious visual imagery and imagine romance instead. If you love brown, you're a real treasure for the right mate.
Brown lovers tend to be warm and deep, sensitive to the needs and desires of their partners. Where you can't say "I love you" often enough.
Snuggling by the fire, walking in the rain or catching snowflakes on their tongue is a turn-on to a lover of brown. . But their emotions are such
that one harsh word could end the affair.
GRAY: The color gray is preferred by people who are indecisive. They can't get excited about anything — including color ~ so they choose a
noncommittal shade. But when teamed with another color, the gray spouse considers the other's infidelity a blessing. When a gray marries
another gray, the marriage is made in heaven.
BLUE: Lovers of blue are wonderful sex partners. They are affectionate and sensitive to their partner's needs. They consider love making a
fine art and their approach is elegant. Men who love blue are like concert pianists, stroking the keys of their partner like they would play a baby
grand. Women in the blue category enjoy sex to the fullest. They are exciting partners but their passion may be compared to a tidal wave rather
than fiery aggression. Both women and men enjoy foreplay and the aftermath of lovemaking, as much as the sex-act itself. In marriage a blue
person is a wonderful mate — never seeking outside interests.
WHITE: If a person is infatuated with white, sex often seems filthy. These people are puritanical in nature. French kissing is obscene and to
make love in the daylight is unheard of. Women who love white will undress beneath the covers. Men will shower before and after the sex act.
These people still use pet names for their genitals. But 95% of them are virgins, anyway.
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CD Review: Dixie Chicks Home
The Dixie Chicks definitely said
"Goodbye to Earl" when they
released their newest CD, Home.
Instead of the usual girl power
songs they are known for, the
Dixie ("hicks went for a bluegrass
approach, which gave their
newest album more of a personal
touch.
They start off their album with
"Long Time Gone," a song about
leaving home to pursue your
dreams and then returning after a
long period of time. It also touches on how good it is to go home,
which is a recurring theme
throughout the entire album.
Another song on the album is
"landslide," which was originally
written and sung by Stevie Nicks.
The Chicks do a wonderful cover
of this song. It is a bittersweet,
yet inspiring song because no
matter how hard it is to lose
someone you love, you still have a
life to live.
"Travelin' Soldier" is about a
soldier who is going off to war
and he meets a young woman in a
diner and asks her to write to him
because he has no one else.
They write back and forth and
fall in love, but then she doesn't

I.ove," and "Tortured, Tangled
Hearts" are songs that pull the
heartstrings because they talk
about the need for love and how
hard it is to find true love as well
as how hard it is when the other
person does not love back. I like
all three of these songs because
they are so true to life.

beautiful lullaby about a mom's
love for her son and how she
wishes him "Godspeed" as the
tide implies.
Two other songs on the album
are "White Trash Wedding" and
"Lil'JackSlade."
"White Trash Wedding" talks
about not having enough money
for a ring and not being able to
wear white on the wedding day.
"Lil" Jack Sladc" is an instrumental named for lead singer
Natalie Maine's son. It is a combination of the fiddle, the banjo,
the guitar, and various other
instruments.
Rumor has it that this song got
its tide because Natalie's son was
with them so much during the
recording session.
The last, but certainly not least,
song on this album is tided "Top
of the World." It is about a man
who passes away and he cannot
help but think about the things he
wished he had done in his life and
the life he wished he had led.
He also talks about letting
down his family and how he
wished he had let them know just
how important they were to him.
All in all, while different than
what they are known for, the
Dixie Chicks did a good job on
this album. They really put their
heart and soul into it and you can

hear from him for a while and
then finds out he was killed. The

"Godspeed," one of my
favorite songs on the album, is a

hear it in their voices when they
sing. It is truly inspiring.

Allyson Blake
Features Editor

song goes on to say that their love
will go on even though he's gone.
"A Home," the tide song for
the album, is also about a woman
losing the love of her life, but in a
different way. Instead of listening
to her heart, the woman follows
the advice of others and lets the
love of her life go. But now, all
she can think about is the home
they could have had and the life
they could have led.
Dove and relationships seem to
be the oudying theme in a few of
their other songs as well.
"More Love," "I Believe In

September 19, 2002

Movie Review: The Scorpion King
Preston Patterson
Staff Writer
Following the success of The
Mummy and The Mummy Returns,
Universal Studios decided to produce the movie The Scorpion King.
The movie stars The Rock
(Mathayus, a.k.a. Scorpion King),
Kelly Hu (Sorceress),
and
Steven
Brand
(Memnon). It follows
the trained assassin
Mathayus as he is
ordered to kill the conqueror of the ancient
world Memnon.
The movie tries to
create a sense of ancient
times, but it seems the director,
Chuck Russell, was trying too
hard. He placed several scenes
from the prequels into The
Scorpion King, such as an army of
invading insects.
The movie begins with a number of tribes meeting to discuss
how to remove Memnon's field
advantage, the Sorceress. They
hire three Akkadians (trained

assassins) to remove the Sorceress
from the picture, thus giving the
rebels the advantage.
After the assassins invade the
camp, they realize they were
betrayed by one of the rebels and
are captured.
However, Mathayus frees himself and finds the Sorceress at
Memnon's palace.
They seem to have
needed filler for the
movie, because there are a
great deal of historical
inaccuracies. Even a person who is not majoring
in history could easily
notice these inaccuracies.
Perhaps the moviemakers felt these might be important
keys to an otherwise weak movie.
Each person might have their own
opinion, but in this writer's opinion, the makers could have tried
much harder. If you're looking for
a good laugh, this movie might be
good to see, but if you're looking
for excitement and an otherwise
good movie, save your time and
money, or go see something else.

EXECUTIVE
CELLENCE
JAY POOLE on CAMPUS
Vice President, Philip Morris
Wednesday, September 25

Book Review. Fast Food Nation
Leslie Smith
Staff Writer
"This year America will spend
more money on fast food than on
higher education . .."
This statement made by The
New Yorker is about this history/modern-day look at the trade
that is "fast food." Fast Food
Nation; The Dark Side of the AilAmerican Meal by Eric Schlosser
mentions The jungle, by Upton
Sinclair, and indeed could be
compared to that manuscript.
While Sinclair wrote about
horrible workplace accidents, and
the terrible working conditions
that the workers had to endure
back in the early 1900's, Schlosser
cites many of the same circumstances.
He talks about slaughterhouse

conditions - the same slaughterhouses that supply meat to the
public, whether through fast food
chains, or through a store - and
how workers are pressured to not
speak up
about
their
injuries,
because
of
the
need
to
process
and ship
the meat
as quickly
as possible.
Often this speed leaves the
food unclean, and sometimes contaminated, which can lead up to
such out-breaks as the one in
1997, when the largest recall of
food in history took place after

strains of E. coli were found in
frozen meat patties. Even though
the recall was largely a success, by
the time it was announced,
roughly 25 million pounds of the
meat had already been eaten.
Violations of child work legislation happen regularly. The Fair
Labor Standards Act "prohibits
the employment of kids under
the age of sixteen for more than
three hours on a school day, or
later than seven o'clock at night,"
but many of the teenage employees that Schlosser interviewed
claimed that they were never told,
nor held to, such rules.
Personally, I didn't think my
opinion of fast food restaurants
or fast food could get much
lower, but after reading this, I
guess I was wrong. Fast food
never looked so poor.

7 p.m. in Hiner Auditorium
At a time when issues of corporate governance,
financial reporting, and business ethics axe making headlines
daily, it is important to remember that American industry
continues to provide valued leadership for our global economy. We
are pleased to present Executive Excellence, an executiveinresidence lecture series featuring some of today's most influential
business leaders. While on campus, our distinguished guests will
share their insights on leadership with the campus community.
Public invited - free admission.
The Executive in-Residence series is a public service of the College
of Business & Economics and is made possible through the
generous corporate support of Dominion, Philip Morris Companies,
and SunTrust.
To learn more, call 434.395.2045 (TRS- 711) or visit us on the web
and see the complete Executive Excellence schedule at:
www.longwood.edu/bu8ines8

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE of BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
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Apple of tlie Week: Ephedm Dangers
This is the
first installment of my
new weekly
health
column.
As college
students, we
are faced with
a lot of health issues, and it is my
responsibility to inform you of
these topics each week via my column.
Ephcdra, an herbal stimulant
which contains the chemical
ephedrine, has been plastered all
over health magazines, medical
journals, and the internet, due to
its controversial nature.
It is an amphctaminc-likc compound, which has been related to
adrenaline, and has been used in
many weight loss supplements.
Ephcdra supplements claim to

enhance everything under the abnormalities, stroke, and death.
According to the FDA reports
sun, which includes increasing
one's metabolism, enhancing ath- between 1993 and 2000, there are
letic performance, improving more dangers associated with this
endurance by "helping" people drug than all other dietary suppleexercise longer, and decreasing ments combined.
According to the New England
appetite.
Journal
of Medicine, some people
Truthfully, these outcomes are
had
been
taking a supplement
possible, but what the drug is
really doing is increasing the heart containing Ephedra for just days
rate and blood pressure at sky- when they began to experience
abnormalities.
rocketing speed.
Two women who became
Just like any other drug, as the
body develops a tolerance, people pregnant while taking the supplewho continue to take these sup- ment lost their babies.
The FDA has reports of 100
plements must eventually increase
deaths
among Ephedra users, and
their pill popping in order to get
the New England Journal of
the same effect.
Studies have shown that weight Medicine cited about 1000 reports
loss is temporary, but the number of complications linked to the
of permanent risks associated herb since the mid-1990's.
The U.S. Military has begun to
with this drug is a mile long.
Hazards include: irritability, jit- issue cautions after several supters, heart attack, heart rhythm plement-using soldiers were

reported dead.
A study published last May in
the American Journal of HealthSystem Pharmacy tested twenty
Ephedra supplements and found
differences between the amount
printed on the label, and the actual amount of Ephedra present.
Half of the products tested
had conflicting amounts of the
Ephcdra herb, one product had
no trace of Ephedra, and some
had dangerous combinations of
ingredients (caffeine, ephedrine,
pseudoephedrinc, norephedrinc).
So, either you weren't getting
your money's worth, or you were
getting more than you bargained
for...either way the consumer
gets screwed.
Need more proof? The U.S.
Justice Department is conducting
a criminal investigation into
whether Metabolife International,

a leading Ephedra supplement
seller, lied about the safety of
their product.
It was reported that Metabolife
would not hand over their complaint reports until they were notified by the Justice Department
that they were under investigation.
Only then did Metabolife
announce that they would hand
over some 13,000 reports concerning health-related issues
linked to the product.
Ephedra may seem like a glamorized cup of coffee, but the side
effects are deadly. Your health,
your heart, and your life is not
worth it.
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Liz Richards
Assistant Editor

Facultvj/Stall Profiles: Tomimj England
Nicholas Elmes
Staff Writer
Although Longwood University is
an academic institution, it has
depended on many non-academic
staff in order to continue to
smoothly operate over the years.
In order to create community
awareness, and to recognize and
thank the non-academic personnel vital to everyday campus life,
The Rotunda will be running a
scries of articles on staff members who over the years have
helped to make this university
what it is.
Tommy England at Facilities
Management, the people who
physically keep the college running, is a great example.
Tommy has been with
Longwood's Facility Management
since 1984.
like all of their staff, Tommy
is well qualified for the job.
He has been doing maintenance work for the state since
1977, originally starting at the
UVA heating plant, then working
in the Blue Ridge Health
Division's plumbing department,
before finally joining longwood's
staff.

Since 1984, Tommy has
worked his way through the
ranks, from plumbing, to welding,
to preventative maintenance.
Now Tommy is responsible for
carpentry, painting, preventative
maintenance, the stock room,
purchases, and special services.
During his time here at
Longwood, Tommy has seen a lot
of changes, both on campus and
in the maintenance department.
On the campus, he has seen
new buildings, improved security
(e.g. card keys), and the integration of computers and the internet into both academic and residential buildings.
Within Facilities Management,
new technology has helped to
streamline operations.
Cell phones and radios help
keep the staff in touch with each
other, and computerized inventory has helped regulation of the
stock room and improved cost
effectiveness.
"We are starting to become
much more attentive to our data,
and to our budget," says Tommy.
"We are much more attentive to
any waste. We are much more
attentive to what we order, getting only what we need. I really

think we are headed in a positive
direction now."
Tommy feels the most important change has been the development of preventative maintenance.
"We check every piece of
machinery on campus," Tommy

says. "We change air filters, grease
the units, tighten belts, replace
belts, and look over the units to
see that they are working properly. We check to prevent problems
before they happen."
Air filters, apparently, are a big
issue.
"You'd be surprised at the
number of filters. They are a
major deal."
The filters arc one of the few

contention points between maintenance and students.
"When we have to get to these
forced air systems to change filters, the students have to move
their stuff back so that we can get
to them," explains Tommy.
"They try to make their rooms
like they want them, but we have
to have access to these units.
They've been very good about it."
Tommy feels that Longwood's
student body is generally very
well behaved.
"They are going to have a little
fun," he explains. "You just can't
help but have a little fun, and,
every now and then, something is
going to get messed up.
But on the whole they are
doing really well now. There's a
good bunch of students here, and
we don't have hardly any trouble
with them at all."
The students are very important to Tommy, who stresses that
the maintenance department is
here for the students.
"If they do have a complaint,
then they should certainly let us
know, rather than have a negative
opinion of any of the shops here.
We're going to try to make
them as comfortable as we can."

Tommy adds, "It would help us to
have input."
Keep in mind that there are
only around 30 maintenance personnel for the entire college.
There is only so much that they
can get to in a day, so some
patience is required.
Despite their small numbers
the maintenance staff is a closeknit group.
"We've got a good bunch of
guys, we really do," reflects
Tommy. "If something goes
wrong, as many of us stay as are
needed until it is fixed.
Nobody goes home until the
problem is solved, and at the end
of the day, no matter how dirty
and tired we are, we feel good
because we have accomplished
something."
The close-knit staff is representative of why Tommy really
enjoys working for Longwood.
"It's a real small community;
you get to really know who you
are working with and for. After a
while, it really does feel like a
home away from home.
You spend a lot of your life at
work," advises Tommy, "so you
need to not only like what you do,
but where you are doing it."
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Men's Soccer Defeats St. Andrew LongWOod Field Hockey (1-4)
Greg Prouty
Sports Information Director

Longwood split a pair of matches
last week, defeating CVAC opponent St. Andrews (N.C.) 6-0
September 14 following a disappointing 1-0 loss to Francis
Manon (S.C.) September 10.
The Lancers are now 2-1-1
overall, 2-0 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to play at conference
rival Pfeiffer (N.C.) September
18.
Against St. Andrews, junior
Shawn
Spilman/Cincinnati,
Ohio-Oak Hills tallied his first
goal of the season - the eventual
game-winner ~ in the eighth
minute as Longwood scored all of
its goals in the opening half at
Lancer Field.
Freshmanjim
Perkins/Jacksonville,
N.C.Jacksonville added the first two
goals of his collegiate career,
while
senior
Mike
Walsh/Manassas-Osbourn, junior
Mark
Connelly/WarrentonFauquier, and freshman Dmitri
Isakovski/Norfolk-Maury (collegiate first) each contributed a goal
to the triumph.
Spilman also had two assists,

while Walsh and Connelly each
added an assist as well. Senior
keeper
John
Kennedy/NorfolkCatholic made three saves while
playing the first half, and freshman
keeper
Billy
Hawver/Virginia Beach-Kellam
made one save while playing the
second half, to combine for the
shutout - the team's first this season.
Against Francis Marion, the
visiting Patriots notched the decisive goal in the 80th minute at
Lancer Field. The Lancers had
battled the visitors scoreless
through 80 minutes as Longwood
controlled the action with a 28-10
advantage in shots — including a
pair of attempts bouncing off the
post and crossbar during the final
minutes. Kennedy made seven
saves for the hosts.Season The
Lancers have outscored their
opponents 9-3 through four
matches. Following the Pfeiffer
contest, Longwood remains on
the road to play at non-conference opponent Presbyterian
(S.C.) September 21 before
returning to Lancer Field to host
non-league foe North CarolinaPembroke September 24.

Men's Cross Country Falls Bekind
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood opened its season
September 14 at the Averett
Classic. The Lancers placed sixth
out of seven schools with 147
points
Longwood will return to action
September 21 at the James
Madison
Invitational
in
Harrisonburg at 10:30 a.m.
At Averett, graduate student
Kevin Rock/Newport News,
Va.-Peninsula Catholic crossed

the finish line at 32:49 to place
20th among 47 runners, while
freshman Kenny Lutz/Virgirua
Beach, Va.-Tallwood placed 21st
with a time 33:07.
Other LU times included
sophomore Mike Burns/Burke,
Va.-Lake Braddock 35:30 (30th),
sophomore Nick Cossa/Vienna,
Va-Flint Hill 36:55 (33rd), along
with
sophomore
Aaron
Croft/Roanoke, Va.-Northside
41:39 (44th).
Following the JMU event,
Longwood participates in the
Roanoke Classic September 28.

Mark Your Calendars!
Midnight Madness
October 16

Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood was disappointed last
week after losing road matches at
Division III opponent Roanoke
4-3 September 12 and at Division
I
opponent
Virginia
Commonwealth 2-1 September
14.
The Lancers are now 1-4 and
scheduled
to
travel
to
Pennsylvania this weekend for
games at Millersville (Pa.)
September 21 and at Bloomsburg
(Pa.) September 22.
Against Roanoke, sophomore

midfielder
Lorrie playing in the second half.
Watts/Fredericksburg,
Va.Against VCU, Naugle scored
with
26:11 left in the first half.
Stafford scored in the first half
Freshman
midfielder
Julie
for the match.
Freshman
forward Kelly Price/Stafford,
Va.-North
Gaines/Fairfax, Va.-Woodson Stafford, assisted Naugle. At the
and
midfielder
Echo half, VCU and LU were both tied
Naugle/Virginia Beach, Va.- with one.
VCU scored again with 27:18
Pnncess Anne made goals in the
second half. Gaines was assisted left in the second half to put them
in the lead. Patterson made 10
by Watts.
Sophomore goalkeeper Julie saves for the host.
Following the Pennsylvania
Patterson/Esmont,
Va.Montkello made six saves, while trip, Longwood will return home
freshman goalkeeper Lisette to host Shippensburg (Pa.)
Kocka/Huntington Beach, Ca.- September 28.
Marina made five saves while

Women's Cross Country Takes First Place
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood competed in its first
competition of the 2002 season
September 14 at the Averett
Classic.
The Lancers finished first out
of a field of seven teams with 26
points — the first-ever meet
championship for the secondyear program.
Longwood will return to
action September 21 at the James
Madison
Invitational
in
Harrisonburg at 10:30 a.m.
At
Averett,
sophomore

Lynette Robinson/Mineral, Va.- Walton/WiUiamsburg,
Va.Louisa County crossed the finish Jamestown place third with a
line at 21:27 to take second place rime of 21:41.
among the 50 runners, while
Other LU times included senior
Beth Hadrys/Vandalia, Ohiofreshman
Jessica
Joppatowne (Md.) 22:07 (5th),
junior Kristel Moser/Roanoke,
Va.-Northside 22:19 (7th), senior
Pretzel Kelly/Virginia Beach,
Va.-Salem 22:30 (9th), junior
Leslie Lineberry/Glen Allen, Va.Hermitage 23:44 (15th), along
with senior Theresa Bridge 24:39
(20th).
Following the JMU event,
T/ingwood participates in tbr
Roanoke Classic September 28.

Women's Soccer Shuts Out St. Andrews
Greg Prouty
Sports Information Director

Longwood split a pair of matches
last week, defeating CVAC opponent St. Andrews (N.C.) 6-0
September 14 following a disappointing 1-0 loss to Catawba
(N.C.) September 11.
The Lancers are now 2-1-1
overall, 2-0 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to play at conference
rival Pfeiffer (N.C.) September
18.
Against St. Andrews, junior
Phoebe Mun son/Virginia BeachTallwood tallied her first goal of
the season - the eventual gamewinner — in the 21st minute as
Longwood led 2-0 at the intermission at Lancer Field.
Freshman
Amanda
Guckian/Stafford-Brooke Point
added two goals in the second

half,
while
junior
Gina
Powell/Bowie, Md.-Elizabeth
Seton,
sophomore
Mikaela
Bizer/Annandale-Annandale,
and
freshman
Hillary
Carney/Newport
NewsMenchville each contributed a
goal to the triumph.
Sophomore keeper Lindsay
Naill/Alexandria Bishop Ireton
made two saves while posting her

third shutout in four matches this
season for the hosts.
At Catawba, the Indians
notched the decisive goal — unassisted — with just eight-seconds
remaining as the two teams had
batded scoreless through nearly
the entire road match. It was the
first goal allowed this season by
the Lancers as Naill made four
saves.
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Name: Shawn Michael Spilman
Nickname: Spils
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Sport: Soccer
Position:
Frontrunner/Midfield
Year: Senior
Major/Minor: Art with concentration
in
Interior
Architecture
Organizations Involved In:
Mortar Board, President of
Student
Athlete
Advisory
Committee
Other Sports Interested In:
Cricket, Sand Volleyball, Darts
Favorite Movies: Scarface,
Gladiator, Braveheart
Favorite
TV
Shows:
Sportscenter, Fine Living, This
Old House
Favorite Music Performer:
Tim McGraw
What do you like to do in your
free time: I don't have a lot of
that, but I like to hangout with
my friends, watch the news, look
at art/architecture, and spend a

dinner and before sunset.
Oh yeah, sometime in there, I
enjoy
reading.
Name: Scott Gregory Spilman
Someone who has been a role
Nicknames: SoccerTwin, Spill
model to you: First, I would
Hometown: Cincinnati, OH
have to say Thank You to God
Sport: Soccer
for blessing me with wonderful
Position: Defender
parents.
Year: Senior
My mother and father have
Major: Graphic Design
each been an amazing guiding
Other Sports Interested In:
light in my life and also a rock for
Football, Basketball, Hockey
(trying to understand Cncket and strength and support.
My brother is the one person
Haj-Ali)
who 1 can say has gotten me
Favorite Movies: Silence of the
where I am today and I am not
Lambs, Hannibal, The Last of
sure where I would be without
the Mohicans, and Braveheart.
lot of with my family
him. Thank You Bro.
Someone who has been a role Favorite
TV
Shows:
A favorite inspirational quote:
Sportscenter,
The
O'Reily
model to you: My parents
Its actually a personal quote:
A favorite inspirational quote: Factor, Jeopardy,
"The only difference between
"Don't give up, don't ever give Favorite Band: Linkin Park
succeeding in life and failing in
What do you like to do in your
up"
life is You. It's Your Desire, it's
Favorite Sports Moment: free time: I enjoy listening to
Your Determination and it's
Coming back after [an] ACL music while drawing or working
Your Dedication to succeed or
knee surgery and winning a on my computer.
otherwise it's Your Fault you
Carolina-Virginia
Athletic
I love getting up at 6 a.m. to
failed."
Conference (CVAC) champi- do the Copper Test.
Favorite Sports Moment:
Also, I enjoy going to the gym
onship
There is nothing better than that
Next Home Game: Sept. 24th and on therapeutic runs.
chilly November night at Barton,
vs. North Carolina-Pembroke
The thing I enjoy most are
walks on the beach right after NC.
7:00

Myself along with 24 other
Longwood Men's Soccer players
were screaming as loud as we
could our team chant "Curtains,
Curtains, Curtains" while holding
the CVAC Championship in our
hands. I looked around at each of
the players and I knew and could
feel the pride in our accomplishment.
Next Home Game: September
24th vs.
North CarolinaPembroke 7:00
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Army ROTC msy not be a fraternity or sorority, but at times it can feel like one. AUcr all, you'll
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ARIWY ROTC Unlike any other college ccmrao you can take.
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Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
at Longwood University
Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"
room of Lankford.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with
music, given to humor, and deals with everything
from relationships to the nature of truth.
Visit us on the web at

www. longwoodchialpha.com

